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About this guide
This guide is aimed at third sector organisations. It is a
practical guide to reporting on outcomes blending
qualitative and quantitative information. We hope that you
can use it to reflect upon your own use of stats and stories
and take practical steps to improve your reporting. This
might be to funders, your board or others.
It is not a full guide on how to how to set and measure,
analyse and report on outcomes.
•
•

We include a quick reminder about outcomes on
page 18 at the end of this document
In relevant sections we outline some basic
information about collecting, analysing and reporting
on outcomes and signpost you to other resources
and support guides that can help.

The guide is set out in sections
•
•
•
•
•
•
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What we mean by stats and stories
Review the information you collect
Planning for better stats and story information
Analysing and combining stats and stories
Reporting on stats and stories
Reporting examples

Throughout the guide we use the following icons:
Questions for you to think about as you read
For more in-depth reflection on how this
relates to your own organisation
We signpost you to ESS support guides
and other resources.

What we mean by stats and
stories
Stats
Also known as quantitative data. It’s the numbers, what we
can count. These may be about
•
•
•
•
•

The overall numbers: how many people are referred
and supported
Demographic information: who those people are
Activities: how many times you have helped or
supported others in different ways
Outcomes: how many people you have made a
difference to or achieved a particular outcome
Finances: how much it costs to support individuals/
provide the service

Both stats and stories tell you something important and
both have limitations.
Stats tell you something about the scale: of the need, of
your work and impact
Stories tell you the how and why: why your work is
important, how you achieved change, why your approach
matters.
Whether for reporting or improving, you need a mix of
both stats and stories.

Are you a stats cat or a shaggy dog storyteller?

Stories
Also known as qualitative data, stories are what people
say, see or experience. These may be about
•
•
•
•
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Their needs
Their experience or feelings about your service
What works/ matters for them
What has changed personally for them or what
outcomes have been achieved

How do you feel about
stats and stories
Reflect on your own or in a group
1. Where are you on this continuum?
2. What do you like or dislike about stats and stories?

What people might say about stats & stories

Stats tell me about
the range of impact
we’re making

Stats tell me how
many people we’re
helping

Stats are dry! They
don’t mean anything
to me!

Stories show what the
stats mean in practice
Stories bring a
report to life
Stories are
something people
can relate to
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Stories can be
misleading! How
typical are the ones
we see in reports?

Stats don’t tell me enough!
What do you mean 56% of
people felt more confident?
How were they more
confident?

Stories don’t tell you how
many people have been
supported!

Review the information you
are collecting
Before you start blending different kinds of information, it’s
good to remind yourself of the different types of data you
are collecting and why it might be important for reporting.
We have identified four different types.
Service User information: this is information about the
characteristics of the people you have worked with.
It’s important if you want to understand/report on:
• the overall number of people using your services
• if you are reaching the right people (who could
benefit the most)
• how different people engage with your service
What data do you collect about the people who use
your services?
Is it qualitative or quantitative?
Activities information: this is information about which
particular services individuals use.
It’s important if you want to understand/report on:
• The overall use of services and activities
• How different types of people use your services
(which, for how long, when)
What information do you collect about your activities?
Is it qualitative or quantitative?
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Feedback data: this is information about what people
(service users/ staff/ volunteers) think about your services.
It’s important if you want to understand/report on:
• reactions to your activities: enjoyment/usefulness
• ideas for improvement
• what works and doesn’t work for people
What feedback do you collect?
Is it qualitative or quantitative?
Outcome information: this is evidence about the change
or difference you have made to people through your
activities.
It’s important if you want to understand/ report on:
• the difference you are making to individuals
• when you have most impact (which activities/types
of people/ timing)
• Your overall impact
What outcome evidence do you collect?
Is it quantitative or qualitative?

Reflect on your own or in a group
1. What do you want to report on?
2. Are you collecting the right mix of information?

Planning for better stats and
story collection

Scaled answer
Not at all
1

A little
2

Somewhat
3

A lot
4

Completely
5

The basics
When collecting outcome evidence don’t jump to using a
method without first checking it is the right one for you.
You need to think about:
•
•
•
•

your outcomes and indicators
when you might see change
the abilities and preferences of the people you are
working with
existing sources and methods

This allows you to:
• compare the average
• look at the range of responses at the beginning and
end of a project
• see the extent of change.
This can be particularly helpful when you have been
working with a client group for a while and know what
kinds of responses to expect.
You can make your scale more creative or more accessible
by using symbols or a wheel.

Guide 2a Design evidence collection methods

If you want some qualitative information, include an open
comments box so people can say more.

In this guide we include some additional ideas for how
you can collect more or better stats and stories as you go
along.

Stories into stats: using scales
You can use scales as a way of capturing feelings or views
in a way that can be easily quantified.
For example: I feel /understand [statement]
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Methods sheets
Questionnaire
Evaluation wheel

Stories into stats: code as you go
Qualitative evidence can come from a range of sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

creative methods feedback
casual conversation
photos
open comments boxes on surveys or forms
case notes
diaries or journals
group discussions

Stats into stories: include a comment box
Make sure you have a space on your form or survey for an
open question or comments.

One trick is to code this evidence against outcomes and
indicators list. For example:
Note of what happened in advice session
Tick the relevant box
• Understanding of
entitlements
• Ability to organise
finances
• Levels of stress

None

A bit

A lot

Fully

This makes it easier to go through past evidence and add
up the number of times an individual has achieved an
outcome.
Be careful of double counting, i.e. one person has evidence
of achieving an outcome five times is not the same as five
people achieving an outcome.
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Method sheet
Using case records

For example:
What did we do well? What could we do better?
Answer: Great workshop, trainer very informative, room
a bit cold, could we have more worked examples.
This can be helpful
•
•
•

to understand why people have given the scaled
answers they have
to understand what helped or hindered
to get some good quotes for your report

Richer stories: capture casual
conversations
We often get the most authentic stories as part of ongoing
conversations. Make sure you have a place to capture what
people say to you.

Richer stories: go beyond “fine”
Use methods that encourage people to tell you more about
what matters to them. The methods listed below prompt or
trigger people to have deeper conversations.

For example:
Brief context:
Peter (aged 13) said when he’d just arrived for the group
session
What was said
I got a detention for being late at school, but I had to get
my two sisters to school.
Worker: Did you tell the school that?
No (shrugs)
You don’t need to capture the whole story but do make a
note of the context, so it makes sense later. Try to capture
the actual language used.

Method sheet
Capturing casual moments
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Appreciative questions
Asking two simple questions can give you feedback about
what works for people and how to make it even better.
Choosing pictures
This can be used with a group or as a one to one activity.
People are invited to pick a card in response to a specific
question or idea.
Emotional touchpoints
Emotional touchpoints are used to identify key points in
people’s experiences of services. It is then used to prompt
feedback or stories from service users. It can also act as a
framework for collecting stories.
Stretch or Positive statements
Simple statements which act as prompts for discussion or
sharing experiences.
Relationship Map
Relationship maps are a way of understanding friendship
networks and relationships. They could be used to evaluate
outcomes such as:(service users) are less isolated OR have
wider peer support networks.

Analysing and combining stats
and stories

Quantitative analysis
This involves

The basics

•

Analysis is about identifying evidence, piecing it together
and coming to conclusions about what happened and why.
It involves doing some or all of the following:

•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identifying the question you are trying to answer
Identifying the different types of evidence you have
Identifying what each type of evidence is telling you
Combining the different types of evidence
Asking what the evidence is telling you overall
Identifying and noting any gaps in evidence

Checking the numbers of people you have evidence
for
Looking for the range of responses (least and most)
Looking for groups or clusters of responses
Looking for factors that seem to influence those
responses
Example from cooking classes
Using a scaled assessment, 10 people at the cookery
class said they had increased their cooking skills.
5 had increased their skills a lot, 3 a little, 2 not at all.
Those who changed a lot had done little cooking before,
those who didn’t change at all were experienced cooks.

Guide 3.1 Analysing information for Evaluation
In this guide we focus on steps 3 and 4 (above) about
analysing stats and stories separately then combining
them. This involves:
Identifying the stories behind the stats
Identifying the stats behind the stories
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Qualitative analysis
This involves
•
•
•
•
•

Looking for themes and giving them a code or label
Marking your evidence against these codes
Counting the number of times the themes occurs
Looking for relationships to other factors
Searching for useful quotes

Analysis example from cooking classes
Analysis of comments identified themes around: the
types of dishes people felt confident in cooking, the
impact on other family members and the impact on
weight and other health factors (such as blood
pressure or cholesterol), the importance of peer
support.

Combining different types of evidence
To see if, and when, you have made a difference, map the
different kinds of evidence against your outcomes and
indicators, using the template below or a similar one. Don’t
worry about combining different types of evidence. This
creates a richer picture so long as you set it out clearly.
Evidence from cooking class

They concluded that

Outcome

Indicator

•

Increased
cooking
skills

Frequency
of cooking

•
•
•
•
•
•

A third had started to cook simple dishes
(mostly had not cooked before)
A third had started to cook a wider variety of dishes
(mostly cooked simple dishes before)
A third were already confident cooks, but enjoyed
the social aspects of the class
Half had started to eat healthier meals
A few (3 mentioned this had impacted on their
health)
A few felt they were feeding their family better
Several people said it was helpful to check with
each other if they were unsure.

Quotes
“We dinnae get so many carry outs now”
“Me and the whole family are losing inches”
“The doctor says my cholesterol has gone down”
“M and P (class members) are great at giving support”
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Complexity
of dishes

Evidence
achieved
Scaled
questions
8/10 more skilled
5/10 a lot more
skilled
Comments
1/3 cooking
simple dishes
1/3 cooking more
complex dishes

Learning
8 people
increased skills
2 were already
good cooks.
Although not
target audience
they helped
others to feel
enthusiastic
about cooking.

Casual
feedback
They are learning
from each other
Note: other evidence might be marked against other
outcomes such as making healthier choices and better
health.

Reporting using stats and
stories
The basics
Evaluation results can be shared in a range of ways for
different purposes and different audiences. The key to this
is understanding who the audience is, want they want to
know and why they want to know that. This means some
reports will have more, or less detail than others and
include different quantities of stats or stories.
In a funder’s report your job is to tell the story:
•
•
•

What you did
What difference you made
What you learnt

Guides

Some principles for reporting stats and
stories
Stats and stories need to make sense together
They don’t have to be side by side, but it should be obvious
how they connect. You might explain this in a simple
sentence (or two) or use clear headings.
Give the stories behind the stats
Show the scale of your impact (the stats) then give real life
examples or quotes that help explain what this means in
real life (the stories)
For example:
24 out of the 30 families we worked with increased
their parenting skills
▪
▪
▪

Mary is now getting to school on time
Bobby says there are fewer arguments at home
Javade says they are having regular meals and a
set bedtime

3.3 Report writing
3.1 Case studies
Harmonising Report Template

Give the stats behind the stories

In this guide we focus on how you combine your stats
and stories together to paint a picture of your work and
learning for funders.

If you use a case study, explain how typical it is. It’s fine to
use your most successful example, as long as you say
that’s what it is. Your aim is to paint a realistic picture
about the extent and type of impact your work is making.
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Be wary of only giving your best stories or funders might
expect your best impact all the time (or even worse, not
believe you!)
Don’t be afraid to give more typical examples or even
examples where you haven’t been so successful.
For example:
A very positive example is Mary. She was always late for
school but now has 100% record for punctuality. She’s
doing very well in school and getting fantastic grades.
More typically punctuality improves, with occasional lapses.
Be aware of the ethics of sharing stories
•
•
•

Anonymise or get permission to share
Think through potential implications for the person
Think about whose voices you are showcasing; don’t
forget the lesser heard voices.

Use statistics transparently
Avoid percentages for small numbers. For example, say 8
out of 11 service users were unemployed not 72.7%
Make sure graphs are readable and make sense
Check they are clearly labelled and consider summarising
what the graph is telling the reader in a couple of
sentences.
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In groups or on your own, look at the examples on pages
14-17.
•
•
•
•

What do you like?
Why?
What would your readers like?
What ideas do these give you for your reports?

Review your last or a draft evaluation report by working
through the questions below. You could do this on your
own, in a group, or ask someone else who wasn’t involved
in writing it.
1. Is the report painting a clear and realistic picture?
o Are the outcomes clear?
o Does it take into account the needs of the
audience?
2. Does it explain what the stats mean?
3. Are the case studies or quotes set in context, i.e.
does it explain if they are typical or atypical
examples?
4. Is information clear and engaging?
5. Is the learning clear?

Report examples
Pages 14-17 are extracts from third sector reports that
showcase how stats and stories can be blended effectively
in a visual and eye-catching way while also providing
relevant information.
1.Leap Confronting Conflict 2017 Impact report Community Evidence: This infographic sets out how
evidence was collected and who it came from for three
different strands of work. Both stats and stories for each
strand are then linked to different outcomes, so readers
can see how the outcomes are achieved through a variety
of activities. Numbers of participants behind each
percentage are also labelled clearly. Full report:
https://bit.ly/2TCq1td
2. Canal & River Trust: Waterways & Wellbeing
Outcomes Report 2017: The extract ‘Bringing our
Outcomes Measurement Framework alive’ is an example of
how stats and stories link to a specific outcome and
activity. The longer report provides more essential
information about the outcomes measurement framework
and findings. Full report: https://bit.ly/2TNI6ol
3.Streetwise Opera 2017/18 Impact Infographic:
This extract shows how the organisation contributed to
improving the wellbeing of participants. The infographic
layout clearly connects short, medium and long term
outcomes with stats and stories. Including the number of
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people behind each percentage helps the reader
understand the scale of impact and makes the evidence
base transparent. Full infographic: https://bit.ly/2Ch228Q
4. ‘Andrew’s Story’ case study from The Junction: A
case study can be presented in a visual format combining
both stats and stories. In this example The Junction
connects lived experience to national stats and a personal
outcome for a young person. As well as providing evidence
of how a personal outcome has been achieved, the
infographic also puts the cost of the Junction’s counselling
service into a wider context.
Full references to these reports can be found on page 19.
We also recommend looking at:
Active Communities (Scotland) used the Harmonising
Reporting template to structure their Hearty Lives
Renfrewshire report. Pages 4-7 are impact snapshots
showing evidence for each project outcome. Pages 8-9
then extend this through three longer case studies showing
outcomes for young people who participated in Hearty
Lives activities.
Shared Care Scotland produces snapshot publications for
each of their Short Breaks Fund projects. These short
publications are around four pages long. The Better Breaks
snapshot uses clearly titled subheadings to create a flow
through the report linking activity stats, outcomes, stories
and learning for the organisation.
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Extract from Leap Confronting Conflict 2017 Impact report: Community Evidence
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Extract from Canal & River Trust Waterways & Wellbeing Outcomes Report (2017)

Extract from Streetwise Opera 2017/18 Impact Infographic
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Andrew’s Story: Case study from The Junction, Young People, Health & Wellbeing
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A quick reminder on setting
outcomes

Situation or need: Mothers lack the confidence and

The first step to evaluating the difference you make is to

Outcome: Mothers have increased parenting skills

skills to parent their children effectively ➔ ➔

be clear about your outcomes.
1. Outcomes are the changes or differences a project
makes through tour activities (what you do)
2. To write about outcomes projects should use change
words like:
improve

decrease

reduce

expand

develop

sustain

4. Project activities must link logically and realistically to
planned outcomes:
Activity: Provide business planning advice to social
enterprises
Outcome: Social enterprises are more sustainable

How to write an outcome:
WHAT change + WHO for + How change (direction)
See ESS guides to setting outcomes
For example:
Young people have increased confidence
Families’ financial planning skills improve

3. Outcomes link to our understanding of the situation/
need we are trying to address:
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Leads
logically
to

Additional resources
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